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Crystal Love

Daisy
This elegant and graceful vase, cut with precision into nine facets, pays homage to Moser’s historical heritage. 
While the vase features colours that the glassworks has been using for over a century, they are approached in 
an innovative way. The designer Jan Plecháč lightened them and brought them closer to contemporary design. 
The colour is nigh-on invisible in the crystal itself, but the optics of the glass make it reflect across the entire 
surface of the vase. Daisy is designed for a single flower but will also stand out as a part of a collection.
Daisy is available in three sizes: 28 cm, 22 cm and 18 cm.

Dotty
A vase marrying matte, masterfully cut surfaces with perfectly smooth glass. Its unusual beauty invokes the 
desire to touch. The dramatic cut contrasted with untouched crystal creates a unique effect. The transparent, 
smooth bottom part reveals the stems of the flowers, while the cut section plays around with their colour 
and with falling light. The larger variant of Dotty is a good fit for entrance halls, while its smaller version serves 
dutifully as an elegant backdrop.

The pink opal vase is available in two sizes: the larger is 25 cm tall, the smaller 15 cm tall.

Heart
A timeless symbol of life and love, this crystal heart was designed by Lukáš Jabůrek. His masterful handicraft, 
from blowing at the furnace through precise cutting all the way to final burnishing, makes it a true gem 
worthy of celebrating Saint Valentine’s Day. For this occasion, it is available in rosalin colour or in clear crystal 
underlaid with rose.

Heart is available in two sizes: 10 and 20.5 cm.

About Moser:  MOSER, a. s., based in Karlsbad (Karlovy Vary), has devoted itself exclusively to manual glass production 
for over 166 years. Its artworks, made of high-quality lead-free crystal, have found great success on both 
the Czech and foreign markets. Today, the company is one of the leading Czech exporters and thus 
represents the skill of Czech glassmakers on the world stage. Moser is a member of Comité Colbert, 
an association focused on maintaining and cultivating traditional manual production of luxury products. 
In 2023, the glassworks has received further recognition as UNESCO entered manual glass production onto 
its Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. You can learn more at moser.com.
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